Characterizing cochlear mechano-electric transduction with a nonlinear system identification technique: the influence of the middle ear.
Previously a third-order polynomial equation characterizing mechano-electric transduction was obtained from a nonlinear system identification procedure applied to an ear canal acoustic signal and cochlear microphonic (CM/AC). In this paper, we examine the influence of the linearity and frequency response of the intervening middle ear on the nonlinearity, frequency response, and coherence of the third-order polynomial model of mechano-electric transduction (MET). Ear canal sound pressure (AC), cochlear microphonics (CM), and stapes velocity (SV) were simultaneously recorded from Mongolian gerbils. Linear and nonlinear transfer and coherence functions relating stapes velocity to the acoustic signal (SV/AC), CM to the acoustic signal (CM/AC), and CM to the stapes velocity (CM/SV) were computed. The results showed that SV/AC was linear while CM/AC and CM/SV were not, indicating that the nonlinearity of CM/AC was not due to nonlinearity of the middle ear. The frequency response of the linear term of CM/AC was similar to that of ST/AC but differed from that of CM/SV while the cubic term of CM/AC was similar to that of CM/SV. This indicates that the frequency dependence of CM/AC was due to both the middle ear and frequency dependence of the inner ear. Finally the fit of the polynomial model of MET without the middle ear (CM/SV) did not improve from the fit including the middle ear (CM/AC). A cochlear model of the CM indicated that the lack of improvement was due to the limitations of a third-order polynomial equation characterizing the hair cell transducer function.